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NEW QUESTION: 1
Considering that both routers C and D are advertising the eBGP
learned prefix 10.5.0.0/16 into ISP X, which of the following
best describes the route advertisement within ISP X?
A. Router C sends the update to routers E and F only.
B. Router C sends the update to routers A, B, D, E and F.
C. Router C sends the update to routers A, B, E and F.
D. Router C sends the update to routers D, E and F.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
After a bomb threat has been received, the bomb search should
be conducted by:
A. The FBI
B. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF)
C. The military
D. Employees familiar with threatened areas
E. The police
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which is a valid procedure for controlling the targets on which
Cluster Operations steps are performed?
A. It is not possible to limit steps to specific targets.
B. Specify a target "label" on each operation on the Ouster
Operations job configuration screen, restricting that operation
to masters and Update Centers with that label.
C. Specify a target "label'' on the Ouster Operations job
configuration screen, restricting al operations to Masters and
Update Centers with that label.
D. Specify a target "source" and "filter" on the operation on
the Cluster Operations Job configuration screen.
Answer: C
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